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1. Underline the focus 
of your writing 

2. Plan your paragraphs 
3. Write 
4. Check for: capitals, 

homophones and 
apostrophes. 

Question Marks 

Section A Reading 

1 4 You will be given 8 statements about one of the sources: 
you will have to say which 4 are true.  

2 8 You will need to write about both of the sources and 
summarise some differences or similarities. PEMCPEMS 

3 1
2 

Focusing on just one of the sources, you will have to say 
how the writer has used language for effect.  PEARL 

4 1
6 

Compare both sources about the attitudes of the writers 
towards their subject. C,VA,VB,W 

Question Marks 

Section B Writing 

5 4
0 

You will write a response either agreeing or disagreeing  
to a statement.  
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Question 5 
Code Description 
AO5   

5A Haven’t paid attention to the statement  

5B Haven’t matched to purpose/audience/form 

5C Haven’t planned 

5D Haven’t paragraphed  

5E Haven’t developed your points (e.g. examples/feelings/options/counter arguments)  

5F Haven’t linked your paragraphs  

5G Haven’t signalled the structure (big picture to small anecdote/ small anecdote to big picture)  

5H Haven’t used a variety of techniques (AFORESTPACK)  

5I Haven’t used a variety of sentences lengths  

5J Haven’t used a variety of ways to start sentences  

5K Haven’t used ambitious vocabulary 

AO6   

6A Haven’t used full stops and capital letters accurately  

6B Haven’t used a wide range of punctuation ()-;:”!? 

6C Haven’t used an appropriate tone for your audience (too aggressive/too informal/ not polite enough) 

6D Spelling of sophisticated vocabulary is insecure  

6E General spelling is insecure  

6F You do not use standard English (we was/should of/basically/slang outside of dialogue)  

1. Underline the focus 
of your writing 

2. Plan your paragraphs 
3. Write 
4. Check for: capitals, 

homophones and 
apostrophes. 
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Code Description 
AO5   
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5B Haven’t matched to purpose/audience/form 

5C Haven’t planned 

5D Haven’t paragraphed  

5E Haven’t developed your points (e.g. examples/feelings/options/counter 

arguments)  

5F Haven’t linked your paragraphs  

5G Haven’t signalled the structure (big picture to small anecdote/ small anecdote 

to big picture)  
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5I Haven’t used a variety of sentences lengths  

5J Haven’t used a variety of ways to start sentences  

5K Haven’t used ambitious vocabulary 

AO6   

6A Haven’t used full stops and capital letters accurately  

6B Haven’t used a wide range of punctuation ()-;:”!? 

6C Haven’t used an appropriate tone for your audience (too aggressive/too 

informal/ not polite enough) 

6D Spelling of sophisticated vocabulary is insecure  

6E General spelling is insecure  

6F You do not use standard English (we was/should of/basically/slang outside of 

dialogue)  

Structure your 5 paragraphs: 
 

1. My initial view on the 
statement that [write 
statement here] is.. 

2. Another consideration should 
be... 

3. Furthermore it could be 
suggested that… 

4. To conclude, I would urge you 
to… 
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6A Haven’t used full stops and capital letters accurately  
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Alliteration 
School has relentless rules and regulations. 

Facts 
Studies show students work best before lunch. 

Opinion 
I strongly believe….. 

Repetition 
Why can’t school be fun? 

Emotive language 
Desperate students  suffer endless demands… 

Statistics 
More than 85% of students attend intervention. 

Triplet 
At Marriotts School we  believe in aiming  high, working  hard and being kind. 
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In each paragraph include a 
sentence that starts with: 

1. Connective 

• Whilst it could be said that…. 

1. Adverb 

• Clearly, obviously, ultimately.. 

In each paragraph include a 3 
word sentence. 
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Apostrophes: 
1. Read the examples; 
2. Correct the examples; 
3. Write 4 sentences which fully apply 

the skill. 
4. Write 2 sentences with words which 

have a plural  ‘s’ on the end but 
don’t need an apostrophe. 

Question 5 
Code Description 
AO5   

5A Haven’t paid attention to the statement  

5B Haven’t matched to purpose/audience/form 

5C Haven’t planned 

5D Haven’t paragraphed  

5E Haven’t developed your points (e.g. 

examples/feelings/options/counter arguments)  

5F Haven’t linked your paragraphs  

5G Haven’t signalled the structure (big picture to small anecdote/ small 

anecdote to big picture)  
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5I Haven’t used a variety of sentences lengths  
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6A Haven’t used full stops and capital letters accurately  
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aggressive/too informal/ not polite enough) 
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6F You do not use standard English (we was/should of/basically/slang 

outside of dialogue)  

Apostrophes 

Possession Omission 

1 Paul’s determination helped him succeed. He’s always tried his best.  

2 The books cover was damaged. Were always trying our best.  

3 Your examples: 2 possession/ 2 omission 

4 Write 2 sentences that don’t need an apostrophe but have a plural ‘s’ 
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At some point use: 
 
• Question mark 
How has it come to this? 

• Exclamation mark 
These rules are inhumane! 

• Explanation colon 
Many students attend intervention: these 
are weekly targeted revision sessions. 

• The ‘so’ semicolon 
Students revise daily; they achieve their 
target grades. 
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Homophones: 
 
• It’s their fault 
• We’ll meet there later. 
• They’re late again. 
• Where did he go? 
• Were they alone? 
• We’re alone. 
• He’s afraid. 
• His head ached.  

 
Common Mistakes 
• Does         Dose 
• A lot 
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